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 Retro, 5th ed. is a tactical, squad-level World War II infantry combat 

variant rules set.  Its goal is to provide players--experienced and inexperi-

enced alike--with simplified rules to enable them to play and enjoy tactical 

wargames and modules without having to master hundreds of pages of 

instructions and a steep learning curve. You must own the necessary  

components (counters and mapsheets) of the “host” game to utilize Retro. 
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Introduction 
 

     Retro is a tactical World War II infantry combat variant rules set.   This 5th 

edition contains no substantive changes to the core rules of the 4th edition pub-

lished in 2012. It does, however, provide several new optional rules, and new 

scenarios.  You must own components (including counters and maps) of a 

“host” tactical game system to utilize Retro. 
 

 The variant was originally written assuming Avalon Hill’s Squad Leader  

as the host system.  That system had grown over the years through subsequent 

expansions and modules, each one expanding the game rules to new heights of 

nuance, realism, and complexity.  The Retro variant essentially reverses this 

trend.  Instead of adding advanced rules and mechanisms, it goes in the other 

direction and simplifies and reduces complexity by minimizing rules, rule ex-

ceptions, special cases, large modifier lists, and system chrome. Many ad-

vanced features have been retained, though usually in simplified form, benefit-

ting casual gamers.   
 

 Retro covers the various nationalities and theaters of the war, but in a sim-

plified manner when compared to the original.  A shortened and greatly modi-

fied sequence of play, a new Infantry Fire Table, new armor combat rules, and 

the Hesitation provisions are the biggest modifications of the variant.  These 

help create an entirely new game by providing an “I go/you go” sequence of 

play that cuts down on dice rolls by making morale checks unnecessary.  Simi-

lar streamlining has been applied to rules involving vehicles and AFV and 

other areas. It should come as no surprise that plenty of detail has been left out 

of this variant.  Long rule sections, refined modifier lists, nuanced minor dis-

tinctions, and general system “dirt” have been pared down to a great extent.  

Such streamlining of hundreds of rules means that some of your favorites 

might have fallen through the cracks.  We have tried to make reasonable deci-

sions throughout; feel free to make your own mutually agreeable modifications 

as you see fit, though please remember to honor the “spirit of Retro” and keep 

it simple, or else the purpose of the variant will be lost.   
 

 For continuity, we will continue the Squad Leader tradition and use termi-

nology that reflects its common concepts, procedures, and assumptions with-

out explanation.  If you are familiar with how that game is played, you will 

have no difficulty using this variant.  Gamers have reported using Retro with 

other tactical World War II games from various publishers as well, with the 

variant “translated” and adapted to these other games.  You should assume, 

however, that mechanics used in the original design, e.g. Line of Sight deter-

mination, counter ratings, use of leaders, the procedures for rallying, and ab-

breviations (SMC meaning a leader or hero, MMC meaning multi-man counter 

(squad, half-squad, or crew), DR meaning “dice roll”, dr  meaning “die roll”, 

and so on), are in effect unless otherwise mentioned.   
 

     If you find yourself trying to discern the intent of the variant’s designer 

concerning any particular situation, stick with interpreting the variant rule “as 
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written”, in light of the rationale of the original rules.   If one of your favorite 

“old rules” is unmentioned, you may presume that it was left out deliberately. 

You can always reintroduce these, or come up with interpretations of your own 

that suit your playing style.   
 

 As a framework system, Retro was designed to be flexible enough to cater 

to different tastes.  This foundation provides a workable, simplified,  and inter-

nally consistent system, but lets players decide for themselves its final form.  

Do you want to add modifiers for night fighting or urban hesitation rolls?   

Differentiate between bazooka models?  Add turret counters?  Do away with 

snipers or concealment rules altogether?  Add Japanese tunnel provisions?  Go 

for it!  After all, it’s your game, and if you have fun tinkering and customizing 

the sturdy platform provided, so much the better. 
 

 For the new optional rules that have been included in this edition, see sec-

tion XVI, pages 26-31. Scenarios R-H through R-K have also been added to 

this edition.   
 

      Four decades ago, the original Squad Leader Designer’s Notes concluded 

by saying: 
 

   Should you wish a certain scenario to be cleaner, simply remove  

   everything but squads, crews, leaders, and  machine guns … and   

   dismiss  the  rest  as  excess  impedimentia  of  the infantry,  the  

   “Queen of Battle.” 
 

 It is this spirit that Retro, since 2001, has sought to emulate.  It is certainly 

not for the gamer who thinks “more is better” when it comes to chrome and 

realism and process, but is offered to those who believe that “less is accept-

able”, and even preferable, in the name of playability.  We hope you enjoy 

what Retro has to offer.   
                    

 Gary Graber 
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